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And why on earth did I write you an entire ebook about which Bible

school curriculum to use?   WELL ... DOES THIS SOUND FAMILIAR?

You know you should find time to plan your Bible lesson, but you’re

struggling and tired of searching for an all-in-one answer from every last

online resource … so at one point, you feel like giving up, as you have

come to decide you’ll never find the definitive answer to the perfect

curriculum. 

Let’s face it, there’s nothing more frustrating than preparing a lesson for

a class full of young believers, only to find out that you’re not reaching

them, they are playing on their electronics and engagement is

dangerously low.  

Maybe you’ve even tried bringing in a new face or getting the youth

group to help you only to find out that it only lasts for so long. It’s not

quite working. And most curriculum is too expensive.  Your students like

you, but they are kinda bored.  You spent weeks writing lesson plans and

the kids are kind, but you haven’t seen a single one of them become

TRULY engaged in the content, TRULY engaged in the thing that

changed your life.

The truth is that having the right material that targets your kids’ in a way

that can transform them would be a game-changer, one that would not

only allow you to maximize your talents but to bring THE WHOLE CLASS

(including you!) back to the CORE of why they are spending part of their

Sunday time with scripture.  Jesus.

You WANT lessons that will create engagement and thoughtful dialogue

which will inspire them to reflect after class is over.  Let's talk ...

Welcome!
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Hi, I'm Anj.

 

I want to give you everything you need for your young

students with a list of the very best resources from The

Scripture Scout's SUPERCHARGED SUNDAY SCHOOL. 

 

 And you can use these lessons with multiple ages!  I want

you to get your teaching mojo back in shape and do it in

NO time with my easy “teach-by-number” printable

lessons AND activities. I mean, you can achieve mega-

preparation in one download without scouring the web for

ideas or just giving up and opting to plug in a Christian

movie (haha we all know if happens...). 

 

Are you ready to stop struggling to be consistent with

“teaching” and start highlighting your gift of exhortation

with to a completely engaged class instead?

 

Yes?  That's why I wanted to layout for you not only what

all we have but all the different ways you can access it. 

 This little ebook gives you FIVE different ways the

same material can be accessed by you for your

Sunday school classes.

 

And I think you'll really dig it.    *wink*

Anne-Geri' Fann

("Angie" or "Anj" is totally fine...)

The Scripture Scout's 

SUPERCHARGED SUNDAY SCHOOL

just a tad more for you
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Powerful Printables Membership
a membership plan set up for you to get downloads by

email until you have EVERYTHING WE HAVE!

Sleuth for the Truth - one quarter at a time
(get more or move forward without ...)
great for churches and team teaching;

click here for Quarter One

great for churches and team teaching

if you want to buy the whole package now

The Sunday School Store
awesome for quick downloads of

individual lessons & activities

The Biblical Timeline
follows the Sleuth curriculum perfectly, but can be

used as a standalone tool FOR ANY AGE.

Sleuth for the Truth - the bundle

OPTIONS IN THIS EBOOK:
You can click any one of these below and go directly to the sales page 

that offers that option right away, but I highly suggest reading over

the whole thing and weighing your options first!
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Membership

1
great for teachers working solo &/or 

don't have a ton of time

OPTION



A MONTHLY
MEMBERSHIP

get lessons and activities sent to you by email once a week
for a small monthly fee.

(This video 

helps a LOT!)
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The material in POWERFUL PRINTABLES is exactly the same material
you would receive in SLEUTH FOR THE TRUTH.

We developed the POWERFUL PRINTABLES membership to be able to
meet the needs of teachers who aren't able to purchase the entire 13-
months package which is around 4 hundred dollars (depending on what
that teacher wants to include in the package) or $85-100 for one
quarter.

This membership affords a teacher a small monthly fee with a 14-day
trial saving over $70 if they were to purchase the total curriculum.  

The lesson and any related activities come within a week of teaching the
class, sometimes sooner if that lesson will take a bit more lead time. 

Read on to find an example of what would be offered each week.

POWERFUL
PRINTABLES

WhyWhyWhy
Use It?Use It?Use It?
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O N E  L E S S O N  P E R  W E E K

You'll get it earlier if you'll need to plan ahead.

A L L  R E L A T E D  A C T I V I T I E S

This can include centers for each topic.

A C C E S S  T O  B I G G E R  V I S U A L S

Visuals like the timeline or the kings can be used

continuously through all the lessons.

 

 

 

"I cannot recommend
this resource enough.

Game-changer yes, but
more importantly these

materials will embed the
word of God deeply in

the children."

COME AGAIN?  
WHAT DO I GET EACH WEEK?

-Julie Woodroof

CLICK TO WATCH VIDEO 
MAGAZINE HERE
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POWERFUL
PRINTABLES

PROS

It's a lot cheaper!  ;-)
Get everything included in the  
entire curriculum
Get new additions free as
they are available
Have personal access to the
creator to answer any
questions
Get ideas from teachers also
using these resources
See many more advantages
HERE

There are so many "pros" but
here are some highlights.

ProsProsPros
& Cons& Cons& Cons

CONS

You don't get everything at
once to plan very far in
advance.  You can only plan
at least a week ahead. 
 Material only comes once a
week so you won't have the
whole thing at once to plan
WAY ahead.    

If you really need a "tie-breaker"
this might help, but it's really the
only one!
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one quarter at a time
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You can start with QUARTER ONE of Sleuth for the
Truth, a year-long curriculum plan for Sunday
school or home school, which includes all of the
engaging midweek reinforcement lessons.  The
whole thing provides access to activities. Home
school lessons, images, and centres can be
tweaked with your own schedule.  You make no
commitment to move forward to Quarter 2, but
are only trying it out.

FIRST THINGS FIRST (and the most important
thing of all): Yes, this is the Old Testament, but you
will always be able to find where a prophecy of
Jesus can be found from each book in every
lesson! That is the title and purpose of this
curriculum. Jesus is all over the Old Testament, it
just takes a "SLEUTH" like you and your students
to find Him!

QUARTER ONE is a 100-page packet that includes
an optional scripted lesson that is done-for-you
and word-for-word. It's an amazing guided
resource that you can tweak as you go.

ONE QUARTER AT A TIME...
great for churches, homeschool and team teaching
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1. 13 Sunday Lessons
FINDING THE GOLDEN THREAD (introductory lesson)
GENESIS: The Drama Begins
EXODUS: God Comes Down
LEVITICUS: Making a Holy People
NUMBERS: Obey or Pay?
DEUTERONOMY: Cake or Death?
JOB: Why Me, Lord?
JOSHUA: Canaan or Bust!
JUDGES: On Again, Off Again ...
RUTH: A Love Story
I Samuel: Take Me to Your Leader
II Samuel: The Best of Times ...
THE QUARTERBACK I (a fun wrap-up lesson)

2. 26 uncoloured timeline images to print and give to students to colour and put on a
Biblical timeline (see more on the timeline HERE - an optional poster-sized banner for your
classroom!   An 8.5 x 11 biblical timeline is included in this packet, however....and MORE
IMAGES!  Examples below:

LIST OF QUARTER 1 CONTENT:
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3. 13 Midweek Plans: (200 pages+) How to use, find and create activity centres. Other
resources listed are low cost, free, or direct you to a trusted resource. This bundle of 28
activity centres is provided through The Scripture Scout’s SLEUTH FOR THE TRUTH curriculum
(hence the centre number on the top of the pages after the title page) but can be used with
your own method of teaching any of this biblical history.

Each centre (and corresponding lesson) is to help you see the "Golden Thread" that
runs through the Bible tying all of the wonderful stories together. And most
importantly, to see how God has had a PLAN for us from the beginning of time! Some
centres can be left in your classroom all year (like the Bible Arc, Jesus' Family Tree, and other
selected resources. Any one of these centres be used on its own as you search for that
wonderful golden thread (hint: it's Jesus!). ;-)

Quarter 1 includes a teach-by-number curriculum to follow in your classroom, these centres,
classroom activities, and access to a massive biblical timeline (but the print version is available
to you here too). The 27 centres correspond to each lessons, some are PURPOSEFULLY
repeated and listed for review, and some are under advisement to start BEFORE teaching
the lesson, but each are under the corresponding lesson below:

LIST OF QUARTER 1 CONTENT:

These are what come
per lesson each week

in the POWERFUL
PRINTABLES option.
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SLEUTH FOR THE TRUTH
IT 'S  A  NO  BRAINER  INVESTMENT

WWW .THESUPERCHARGEDSUNDAYSCHOOL .COM

for JUST ONE QUARTER:

13 weeks of bible lessons

includes over 30 activities

& an amazing Biblical timeline 
(with an optional poster size to purchase)!

BUNDLE
your

of lessons & activities



DO YOU WANT THE
WHOLE THING NOW?
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you purchase it now (see #5 too!)
get the first quarter immediately
receive the 2nd within seven weeks
have quarters 3 and 4  sent to you within the first seven months
a 25% discount on the timeline (with #1, optional)

Not necessarily. That is entirely up to you, but I know it is pretty exciting to
have over a year's curriculum on hand at all times.   This option is great for
homeschools and for churches (especially if they are team-teaching or going
through the Bible together).

What will happen if this is your choice:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

You will be able to access the first quarter immediately and then they will
"magically appear" in your account as they are made available as per #s1 - 4
of the elements above.

There are not a TON of reasons to use this option, but we were asked by
enough people that we made it available!

SHOULDN'T I
JUST GET THE

WHOLE THING?



IF YOU WANT TO CHECK
OUT GETTING "THE

WHOLE SHA-BANG.."
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The Sunday
School Store
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For example, if you have been asked to teach a lesson to another
grade level (these are all 3rd to 8th) and you find they've been

studying Luke, you could look here and 

THE SUNDAY SCHOOL STORE

This option is excellent if you are looking for activities to
download immediately for a specific topic. 

awesome for quick downloads of individual lessons & activities

FIND SEVERAL THINGS...

| Jesus
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...OK, LOTS OF THINGS...
AND THESE ARE JUST A FEW ABOUT JESUS!  THERE IS AN ACTIVITY

CENTER FOR ALMOST EVERY HISTORICAL EVENT IN THE BOOKS OF THE

BIBLE AND, with holiday activities, OVER 100 ITEMS In THE STORE
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...AND FOR A VERY LOW PRICE!
THERE IS AN ACTIVITY CENTER FOR ALMOST EVERY HISTORICAL EVENT IN THE BOOKS OF

THE BIBLE (INCLUDING HOLIDAY ACTIVITIES) AND OVER 100 ITEMS In THE STORE

Here a but a FEW...
out of 100+!
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Biblical
Timeline
SEE IT HERE
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How about a timeline that stands the "test of time?"  This wall poster is a
curvy-linear, winding view of God's relationship and history with the
world from Genesis to Revelation. 

The chronological images from your lessons are ready-to-colour and can be
placed on the part of the Bible you are in as you take a journey with the
students. After you share each lesson you can take a student on a walk
through the Bible, showing how THEY fit into the story! 

It is exciting to watch kids understand the timeline of biblical events from
Creation to the Church (and beyond!) and begin to fully appreciate God’s
Word and how Jesus was in place from the beginning of time! 

This banner provides over 60 images of illustrated Bible events to show the
'golden thread' of JESUS through the history of the Bible.It is designed in
conjunction with The Scripture Scout's Sleuth for the Truth Sunday school
curriculum series, but can be used with your own curriculum

POWERFUL PRINTABLES and SLEUTH FOR THE TRUTH offer images,
course, membership, & curriculum but this timeline can also STAND
ALONE!   TAKE A CLOSER LOOK HERE

SHARE & TEACH
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  It continuously reminds the kids that JESUS is the thread that not only weaves throughout THE

ENTIRE BIBLE but that He is also the thread TYING EVERYTHING TOGETHER.  For this reason why

we call the first lesson, which you can get for free,  "THE GOLDEN THREAD."

  You can use it over and over and over again and it's always NEW.  One church does it for

each year with their 3rd and 4th grade class and rotates the activities each year so the kids aren't

repeating anything.  They also rotate when and who is doing the spoken lesson because it's so

versatile and tweakable.

You mean besides implanting the word of God DEEPLY in the children?      !!  

Hey, I get it.  You already want to do that.  You just want to know 1) will it really help you to do that? 

 and 2) if it's worth even a small financial investment.  Here's your answer ...

1.

2.

WHAT IS THE BEST THING ABOUT
USING THIS CURRICULUM?
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"What's that 
again, Anj?"
BRIEF LOWDOWN COMING NEXT ...
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The Sunday 
School Store

Powerful Printables
a membership plan set up for you to get downloads by

email until you have EVERYTHING WE HAVE!

Sleuth for the Truth
- a quarter at a time
great for churches and team teaching;

click here for Quarter One

great for churches and team teaching

buy it now -- get the first quarter immediately, the 2nd within

seven weeks, and the others sent to you within the first seven

months and a nice discount on the timeline

awesome for quick downloads of

individual lessons & activities

The Biblical Timeline
follows the Sleuth curriculum perfectly, but can be

used as a standalone tool FOR ANY AGE.

Sleuth for the Truth -
the bundle

"WHAT'S THAT AGAIN...?"
NOW THAT YOU KNOW THE OPTIONS, YOU CAN CLICK ONE BELOW

TO GO THERE IF YOU'VE DECIDED YOU JUST WANT MORE DETAIL.
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Thank you for your interest in this curriculum.  Actually, I wouldn't call it "curriculum," really.  I'd just call it

"lending a hand."  My mother first developed this method of teaching so that people could use the tools

God gave them and not feel overwhelmed.  Even the lessons that are here, even though they are on

theme, are there for an if-you-need-this-while-teaching situation.  

There is so much available that you can not only use whatever you feel lead to use but also use whatever

is available for the age you are teaching - so many resources for one class could take a month or more

to go over!  Or not.  Seriously.  Use what you need.  YOU are the teacher.  This was all put together to

INSPIRE you, after all.

If you would like MY PERSONAL OPINION, about which option to go for (knowing it's the same

material!)...if it were me ...

I would get the POWERFUL PRINTABLES MEMBERSHIP if I'm trying to really save money and get more

bang for the buck, 

the QUARTER BUNDLES ONE AT A TIME if I am working with a church team and would like access to a

lot of resources for the quarter (without having to buy the farm), 

or possibly the SUNDAY SCHOOL STORE if I'm in a situation where I don't have a set curriculum, but I

need a good download for resources once in a while when doing theme lessons and topics I need help

with.  Lots of activities get downloaded from The Sunday School Store EVERY-SINGLE-DAY! 

Bear with me here, but honestly, we all need to be good stewards of the financial blessings God gives us

no matter how great are small, so these are the ONLY reasons I would buy the whole SLEUTH FOR THE

TRUTH SERIES (4 quarters, lessons & activities): 

I would get the Biblical Timeline at any part of your teaching journey.  It's AMAZING, teaches itself, and

worth every so much more than the dollar amount.

Get the PRINTABLES, SKILLS, INSTRUCTION, and confidence you need to inspire a classroom full of kids

who WANT to come to church, homeschool, or even traditional school to do the oddest thing -- to learn

more about Jesus!  *wink*   

And yes, it can be done with no stress ... often, in seconds ... you'll develop the skills you need to take you

from stressed and overwhelmed to calm, confident, & remembering just how much  you love Jesus!  That

last one is everything.  Just my two cents ...

 your church is going through the Bible in a "Look at the Book" style 

  your church is footing the bill and supporting you every step of the way

  you are part of a home school or home school co-op that wants curriculum for an entire year upfront

  your Christian school is looking for an excellent curriculum where each lesson and included activities can be easily

tweaked and  spread out over a week 

1.

2.

3.

4.

Hey, thank you so much for being here! 
 Having trouble deciding?  Here's my opinion...
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YOU'RE GONNA WANT
THIS (IT'S FREE!):

 Point your kids in the right direction and

when they're old they won't be lost! 

Proverbs 22:6

2 lessons (possibly Sunday and
midweek class) lessons about
finding Jesus in every part of the
Word of God.

A Biblical Timeline  (legal size for
students) and corresponding
images for at least a quarter...

The Bible Arc Activity Center

IN THIS FREE LESSON YOU GET:

Take up your scout's magnifying
glass and find JESUS in the most
interesting places - even in
Genesis!  Get ready to Sleuth for
the Truth!

TRY IT FREE HERE!

There is SO much included in this lesson
(a lesson, printables, activities, and the

timeline to set up the whole story!)

Thank you for reading through this whole thing, friend!
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Point your kids in the
right direction and
when they're old
they won't be lost!

WWW.THESUPERCHARGEDSUNDAYSCHOOL.COM

Proverbs 22:6!

The
Holy
Bible


